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clue medical – the event recorder with
stress sensor …

Cardiac Monitoring
in Motion.

- records a 2-minute ECG
- is compact, manageable and light,
has a high degree of mobility
- is as easy as measuring fever
- stores up to 30 measurements
- connects to the server via infrared stick and
computer at any time and anywhere
- connects to the server via Bluetooth
and cellular phone
- transfers to the desktop via infrared stick

direct transfer
to the computer

Mobile technology – a heart beat ahead.

www.clue-medical.com

Cardiac dysrhythmia and mental illnesses
often require intense medical care by the

clue medical – from the measurement to the

doctor. Modern telemedicine is not just limited

result in just a few minutes …

to the medical practice, but can be applied

- secure data transfer to the server

wherever life happens to take you: clue medical
enables the patients themselves to carry out
measurements at any time and anywhere. By
means of an ECG, the mobile event recorder
simultaneously records heart rate and heart rate
variability (HRV), and shows the current stress
level – for an optimal diagnosis and
therapy control.
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- simple access to the server –
at any time and anywhere

Telozo GmbH

- possibility to transfer data
to the medical centres

A-1300 Vienna-Airport

- simplified graphics
for patients, detailed
presentations for
doctors
Measurement – fast and simple

Office Park | /Top 4
Phone: +43-1-7007 32 551
Fax: +43-1-7007 32 559
Mail: office@clue-medical.com
are registered trademarks of the Telozo GmbH.
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Modern telemedicine for doctors and patients - clue medical.

clue medical – ideal for patients …

clue medical – ideal for doctors ...

- optimal therapy control in the case of cardiac
dysrhythmia

- shortens the diagnosis period

- “diagnostic outstation” for medical
data collection
- early recognition of stress and danger of
burnout
- the perfect companion for a preventative
medicine and fitness programme
- increases both, the quality of life and the
quality of medical care

- saves on costly examinations,
such as 24-hour ECG or EPU
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1 Heart rate as well as
average cardiac cycle
2 Absolute and relative HRV
3 Tachogram: duration of
the cardiac cycle incl.
cardiovascular evaluation
4 Spectrum (FFT analysis):
incl. surface measurement
of sympathetic and
parasympathetic activities
5 Complete two-minute
1-channel ECG
6 Signal-averaged ECG
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A reliable partner – for doctors and patients.
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- enables the diagnosis of hitherto
undocumented illnesses
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- facilitates monitoring in the case of stress,
burnout r depression
- is suitable for use as a loan or rental device
for doctors

Buying a clue medical means receiving a comprehensive package of extended benefits – for free. The
package includes access to our 365/24 server center
and use of the required software (clueSync, clueTime).
No further monthly fees are payable.
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As diverse as the heart itself.
clue medical –for a modern medical practice
- mobile cardiologic diagnosis and monitoring
instrument

- accompanying application in diabetes
mellitus, chronic dialysis or mental illnesses

- facilitates the diagnosis of dysrhythmia

- delivers information about the impact of the
nervous system on the heart’s activities

- aids in the stratification of risk after
myocardial infarction and in the follow-up
and cardiomyopathy
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- application in sports medicine
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